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The dangerously-great power of politicians in our country is not due to any peculiar civic indifference of the people, but rests on the fact that we are living under a form of democracy that is so unworkable as to constitute in practice a pseudo-democracy. It is unworkable because

First—It submits to popular election offices which are too unimportant to attract (or deserve) public attention, and,

Second—It submits to popular election so many offices at one time that many of them are inevitably crowded out from proper public attention, and,

Third—It submits to popular election so many offices at one time that the business of making up the elaborate tickets necessary at every election makes the political machine an indispensable instrument in electoral action.

Many officials, therfore, are elected without adequate public scrutiny, and owe their selection not to the people, but to the makers of the party ticket, who thus acquire an influence that is capable of great abuse.

The "SHORT BALLOT" principle is—

First—That only those offices should be elective which are important enough to attract (and deserve) public examination.

Second—That very few offices should be filled by election at one time, so as to permit adequate and unconfused public examination of the candidates.

Obedience to these fundamental principles explains the comparative success of democratic government in the cities of Great Britain and other foreign democracies, as well as in Galveston, Des Moines and other American cities that are governed by "Commissions."

The application of these principles should be extended to all cities, counties and States.

---

A NONSUABLE CITIZEN

The decisions of the Supreme Court have made it clear that citizenship in the Union is of a dual nature, also that a person may be a citizen of the United States, and not a citizen of any particular State. The jurisdiction of the federal courts as to parties is dependent, however, on a fixed residence in a particular state. An interesting situation involving this question recently came before a federal court. A young and gifted American soprano, born and reared in Missouri, left her home to study music in Europe. She quitted her native heath with the intention of never returning to the United States to live. Having completed her vocal training she took up her permanent residence in London. The alluring temptation of the American golden eagles drew her again to her native land under a singing contract with Hammerstein. She gave a concert in Kansas City on her own account, and Hammerstein, claiming an interest in the proceeds under his contract, sued the fair prima donna in a federal court in Missouri. He was met with a plea to the jurisdiction. Defendant, having